
Complementary cross-coupled LC 
oscillator for Respiratory Inductive  
Plethysmography readout 

Read-out electronics validation 

• 3D printed thorax simulator 
• Compare electronic frequency readout 

to Wayne Kerr 650B impedance readout 

Introduction 
•COPD, asthma, COVID-19 etc. can be 
monitored non-invasively via thorax and 
abdomen circumference variations 
during breathing. 

•Respiratory Inductive Plethysmography 
(RIP) measures these circumference 
variations as changes of the self-inductance 
of a flexible knitted coil in a garment. 

•RIP coils must be truly wearable and 
avoid unconscious bias on recordings 
and need to fit different size people. 

•Read-out system must be independent of 
the coil size: cross-coupled LC oscillator 
followed by a comparator.

Conclusions 
•Handheld electronic read-out system gives accurate breathing rate. 
•Electronic read-out capable of measuring large variation of coil characteristics without 
need for re-tuning due to voltage limited mode of operation. Reduction in #stitches with 
metal less important than increase in number of windings N. 

•Ability of readout to work with low Q coils (N high) increases sensitivity and decreases 
current through the coil improving safety and reducing power consumption. Number of 
turns is limited by body shape (available area) and metal cost. 

•Successful readout and breathing rate extraction on volunteer.
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Static and dynamic characterisation of different coils

FFT of dynamic characteristics for the 
extraction of breathing rate.

Needle 
size (mm)

c (cm) N type 
wire

%
metal

s (μH/cm) fosc 
(MHz)

Zfosc (Ω) φ (⁰) Q Icoil 
(mA)

1.75 28.5 13 litz 100 1.38 2.9 545 88.7 44 1.30
2.5 28.5 13 litz 100 1.06 3.1 660 88.8 48 1.07
EKW 27.5 13 litz 33 1.23 3.2 570 87.4 22 1.24
1.75 27.5 13 litz 33 1.20 3.3 579 89.2 72 1.22
2 90.5 8 Cu 100 0.55 1.95 804 86.5 16 0.88
2 90.5 8 Cu 50 0.56 2.1 785 87.8 26 0.90
EKW 78.5 60 litz 33 13.20 0.216 1530 86.3 15 0.46
2 78.5 8 litz 100 - 1.99 882 87.2 20 0.80
c: minimum circumference; N: number of rows knitted with metal (windings); s: coil sensitivity to circumference changes; fosc: 
oscillation frequency of oscillator at c; Zfosc & φ: oscillator impedance at resonance; Q: coil quality factor at resonance, Icoil: 
current through the coil at resonance. EKW: machine knitted coils, Kniterate machine by EcoKnitWare

Breathing rate extracted with Wayne Kerr 
compared to that from electronic readout. 
Comparing the impact of 50% reduction of 

stitches with metal. 

Dynamic response of frequency readout for 2 knit implementations 
(full metal: all stitches contain metal, half metal: every other stitch with 

metal. 

Linearity and sensitivity of measurement using direct impedance 
readout and frequency readout. 

Dynamic characteristics of knitted coil (N=8) 
measured with phantom and readout 

FFT of dynamic characteristics for the 
extraction of breathing rate.

FFT of breathing signal from volunteerBreathing signal measured on healthy 
volunteer (N=8).

Machine (Kniterate [3] by EcoKnitWare) 
knitted coil with N=60 and 33% stitches with 

metal, using Litz wire

Block diagram of read out 
electronics [2] with 
emphasis on the additional 
comparator that makes the 
system immune to the size 
and number of turns of the 
knitted coil.

Read out electronics on circular PCB 
and 3D printed enclosure.

Implementation

Test on volunteer

Accurate breathing rate extraction

Limited Hysteresis
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